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- DUT running self-inspection program
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Test Approach Using “Yellowknife” Development Board
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Proton Upsets of PowerPC Cache
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Dealing with Thermal Problems
Heavy Ions Used
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- 3,200 MeV Xe
- 2,100 MeV Kr
- 1,000 MeV Ar
- 546 MeV Ne
Hang Comparison: PowerPCs and Pentiums
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Scaling: Alpha Simulation Results

Lines correspond to model
Points are for 3-D simulation
Trench isolation (0.3 micron)

Conclusion

- Processor Test Techniques
  - Hand coded assembly test programs
  - Simple or no operating system

- Upset Results
  - Cache and register upsets dominate at present
  - Hangs and crashes expected to increase

- Scaling Results
  - Cross sections lower with smaller feature sizes
  - Consistent with charge collection simulations
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